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ABSTRACT 
Qajar period is one of so important and effective periods in Iran history. To providing  the 
new cults, Sheikhye and Babuism are one of the wonders of that period. The babuism birth 
by Syyed Ali Mohammad Bab from the heart of Sheikhye was the hard blow to Iran political 
and religious. To propaganda thoughts, beliefs, and new cults, Bab needed the students, 
missionaries, followers, and so on until he can attract those the people by extensive 
propaganda.  He is one of those grace and literary, could play a role in this way. He forced 
to the challenge the political men, religious scholars, and people of Qajar period. A woman 
called Zarin Taj was Ghoratolein that we deal with her beliefs, thoughts, and actions as 
briefly in this research.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 During the turmoil of the Qajar the cults came into existence and each of them had its up and down. In this 
period the original founder of Babuism cult, "Syyed Ali Mohammad Shirazi" nicknamed Bab with inviting 
Emam Zaman collected some people, issued the orders, and established the laws; shortly after him a part of 
them was abrogated by his disciples and replaced by other orders. Each of leaders at the time of sentencing were 
broken the previous laws and came the new ones. The greatest benefit to those who have lived in the auriferous 
land had a greedy eye and every day tried with a fetch to execute his political called "Divide and rule". 
Ghoratolein was an adventure and literary woman and tried to reach her goals by babuism cult. Altogether after 
done surveys this question came to the mind that have the Ghoratolein's activities been affect on in religious –
political affairs of the Qajar period? The aim of this article is to research about describing Ghoratolein's the 
Biography, thoughts, and actions of Babuism cult character. Ghoratolein is title of woman named Taherh, 
Fatemeh or Zarin Taj who born in Baraghani's literary family lived in Qazvin city in 1854. Her father, Molla 
Mohammad Saleh Baraghani and her mother, Ameneh Khanom  Qazvini who had both grace and politeness at 
them time (Mazandarani, 1969:314). Tahereh who was the smart and clever teen, developed in learning the 
introduction of Islamic Sciences. With the founding of the Salehiyeh School as the biggest the science and 
religious center in Qazvin by her father consisted of three small, medium, and large schools, the small one was 
changed to a place for teaching the member of family. Her father's house placed at near the school, when she 
found a power in reading, spent the most of her time in study. Being the various sections and long discussion in 
school and family environment among her uncle Sheikh Mohammad Taghi Baraghani  known as the Shahied  
Saless  who was the opposition party of Sheykhie cult and other his uncle Molla Ali Baraghani who was a 
student and follower Sheikhie and Sheikh Amad Aesai, her curious mind occupied. It was caused to study about 
agreement ad disagreement between Sheikhey and Babuism and other philosophy and juridical fields by her. At 
the early of teen age and religious growth, Tahereh joined to the Sufism and then the Sheykhie and lastly 
Babuism (Chahardehi, 1985:132). It has been come in some historical sources that the title of Ghoratolein was 
given to Tahereh by Seyyed Kazem Rashti from the leaders of Sheykhie cult or Seyyed Ali Bab Shirazi, founder 
the Babuism cult. Ghoratolein learned the juridical, principles, commentary, tradition, and mysticism by helping 
her father and two of his uncles Mola Abdolvahab Qazvini. He learned philosophy and wisdom with Molla 
Agha Qazvini as specific enthusiasm. Shahid Saless wooed her for his son namely Agha Mohammad Emam 
Jomeh. Ghoraltolein married with him and had three sons, all of them were the priest of that period in Qazvin 
and her opponents. At the same time, the struggle between juridical and Sheykei was risen. Ghoratolein 
influenced by her uncle Molla Ali Baraqani (Babi) and Molla Abdolvahab Qazvini who were both followers and 
students of Sheykh Ahmad Ehsai attracted toward the Sheykhie's thoughts and beliefs. She wanted to provide a 
field of teaching the ideas and books of Sheiekh Ahmad from her uncle in Qazvin. The course loop of Sheykh 
thoughts established at Molla Abdolvahab' house, her uncle, that was for certain people and everyone couldn’t 
participate in this course loop. Ghoratolein was placed in the first line of participants. According to some 
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researchers, "the fourth column" or "Guardian" (from Sheikhie principles) increased the power of jurists in the 
greater occultation era had a main role in her tendency toward the Sheikhie cult. After the brittle struggle, as 
result of excommunication of sheikh Ahmad Ehsai by Shahid Saless, Ghoratolein 's interest in Sheikhie not only 
didn't  decrease but also was more. After the death of Ahmad Ehsai and his successor Seyyd Kazem Rashti, 
Ghoratolein was the leader of Sheikhe. In 1881BC after forty days of Seyyd Kazem Rashti 's death, she issued 
the establishment of  arrangements and classroom instruction in the city of Karbala Shaykhi and studied in this 
city. The deduction method of problems and teaching quality, political implications and explicit opposition with 
two royal regimes of Qajar in Iran and Al-Osmania in Iraq have been enumerated by Ghoratolein from 
difference factors and then split Ghertiye cult from Sheikhye. After two years of leadership the main part of 
Sheikhie by Tahereh, for the first time the propaganda of Babuism cult was appeared by Seyyed Ali Mohammad 
Shirazi (Bab) at the end of 1882. There are different views between the researchers and historians (Askari, 
2012:109). At that time men were low literacy, Taherhe due to literacy and her presence in the religious family 
could acquire the academic excellence rather than and cause to bring the popularity (Zahedani, 2012:153). The 
historian majority of Qajar period agreed that Ghoratolein was among 18 members of the first followers to 
Babuism that called " Hay Horof". Among them, it was just Tahereh who never went to Shiraz and saw Bab 
until at the end of her life. According to this view, Tahereh had a main role in Shahied Saless assassination in 
1885, different correspondence with Bab, going to regions as Shahrood, Noor, Savadkoh, Babol…, in order to 
propaganda the Babuism, giving up her children and husband, the prescriptions of Islamic teachings as Hejab 
and doing the immoral acts in gathering the Babis at "Bedasht" (7 km of Sharood) in 1886 (Golpaygani, 1984 
:115). According to Tahereh's recommendation,  Molla Mohammad Taghi, Tahereh's uncle, was killed in 
sanctuary at in the early morning call to prayer by one other Babuism followers (Mahboobi, 2002: 266). 
Babuism was only cult that had no specific law and order and was the communism and chaos that Taherhe could 
reach her goals by helping it (Afrasiyabi, 1996: 241). Ghoratolein was the passionate. Apparently Bob himself 
felt afraid of Tahereh's adventures and always would recommend him to moderation (Najafi, 1979: 528). 
Ghoratolein and Haj Mohammad Ali Ghodoos quarreled together on leadership at Bedasht, each of them   knew 
himself / herself as leader of babuism congregation. There was a lot of says about her corruption (Bamdad, 
1985: 207). Ghoratolein arrested at the end of Mazandaran Tabarsi castle war between Babuism and government 
armies in 1887 and was imprisoned at Mahmood Khan Kalatntar's house in Tehran. Her excommunication by 
some of Tehran's religious scholars as Haj Molla Ali Kani, after holding the discussion section and the 
attempted assassination of Naseeruddin Shah Qajar by Babies' in 1890, a main reason of hanging Ghoratolein in 
36 years old was issued by king order and Mirza Agha Khan Noori. After death, her body was thrown into the 
well in Ilkhani garden (cuurent place of Meli bank in Ferdousi Street). It is said that in 1925 or 1926 as 
establishing the officers club in the building of Meli bank the bones were found, according to those present at 
the scene, these bones were belong to Ghoratolein. These remains were buried in one of the babis's house 
outside Yousef Ababad Gate.  This place was called Haziratol Ghodos.  This place was closed by supporting 
Auatolah Borojerdi and destroyed by Military forces. The significant poems have been attributed to Tahereh. 
According to some researchers, all these poems were not composed by her but also belonged to others. 
  
Conclusion: 
 The chaos in Qajar period was provided a field of appearing the beliefs and different cults.  Mohammad Ali 
Bab's followers was split from other Shiites in practical and social life by creating the rituals and rites of the 
religious new branches and it can be observed completely  the trace of Russian and England governments in 
providing the religious modernism or at least help make that. It is seem that foreign governments support in the 
cult had not any motivation except breaking the Iranian religious –national power. One of the   women scientists 
of this period was Ghoratolein who played a main and effective role in factions in her life. The beauty, 
Adornment appearance and eloquence of speech, and knowledge are attractive characters of human; she tried to 
introduce her beliefs to others by helping two profit and using   Syyed Ali Mohammad Bab's purposelessness 
and confusion, played an effective role in Iran changes of Qajar period. Ghoratolein was an adventurer woman 
and active, tried to reach in her goals, and to raise   her character. By using the Babuism religious, she wanted to 
reach her targets, for this reason the new religious was considered by her and influenced in danger war. Finally 
in this way she was dead.  
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